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About This Game

You get a limited amount of money to buy traps, bombs, turrets and walls and place them in optimal positions to defend against
enemies trying to harm your curious little kitten Mimi who, for some reason, keeps wandering into an array of sinister dungeons

and graveyards.

Any less than optimal defensive plan, or any small mistake in executing it will lead to the death of your kitten. Given your
budget for a level, you need to carefully think what objects to buy and carefully plan the exact spots where you place each

object.
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While on first glance it appears similar to tower defense games, this game requires a lot more thinking and certain puzzle-
solving skills to keep your pesky little cat alive. A true test of your IQ if played with a normal or high difficulty setting. Or a

strategy game that leaves a little bit of room for error with lower difficulty settings.

Our other strategy game: Battles of Norghan
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I can't play this game, i think its too old for windows 10. so yeah, in my opinion, dont buy it.. First game i played in my life. <3.
Launched on  PS4 as well as Steam this solo effort, by Rod Moye\/ Pixel Maverick Games was 3 years in the making. The result
is a solid casual 2D platformer that\u2019s charm kept me playing all 15 levels, collecting every idol and some speed runs.

 An evil being extinguishes all the candles in the land. It\u2019s the job of our lone candle to bring light back to the land.
Despite this not offering anything new there is some reasons that elevated this from meh to recommend:

The artwork in this game is very appealing. It has a cute aesthetics even with the enemies. The use of colour is applied well with
good shading and light. It is more muted tones than bright colours but it suits the storyline.

Its charming, cute and fun to play. I was unsure of my intentions when I started this but I ended getting sucked in and enjoying
my time with it.

There is a nice balance in levels and difficulty progression. You are steadily introduced to all the game mechanics and enemies
before having to use them all in later levels. The levels themselves also vary in length. Within each level there is a good balance
between easier and more hard sections.

My only personal complaints are I would like to have seen more of other level designs. I really liked the playing card and pirate
levels and would have liked to seen them used more.

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1549492463

 I experienced no technical issues with this game. It was smooth and responsive with the Xbox one controller.

This is an excellent example of a simple casual 2D platformer done very well. Clearly a lot of effort went into this. It\u2019s
definitely worth a casual play for a few hours, in between a bigger game rotation or if you are just looking for something
relaxing and comfortable to play.

I believe I brought this in a bundle a while ago so if you have it in your library and its something you would play check it out!. If
you've seen the move "The Cube", this is just like it but in video game form! It's a really unique idea thats a TON of fun to play.
I love games that are challenging yet not frustrating and this fits the bill perfectly. Very excited to see this game grow!. pretty
fun and simple game. would like to see a progression system later on. great way to waste 40 mins, would never pay for it. Great
game its really fun and time killer, Please add more missions coz i love it.. A small time-burner that truly does GoT justice. It's a
genuine HBO supported title, so the music is drawn directly from the show and the characters feel authentic. It's clear that the
people involved are fans of the show and it's even more interesting playing this title while the "TV Plot" is finalized. This was an
awesome way to enhance the story I'm enjoying in the show.. Golly gee, I really enjoyed golfing with my friends. It was a good
time, golfing with my friends that is. We golfed a lot, that is, I golfed with my friends. Recomended if you wanna golf with your
friends. If your goal is to not golf with your friends do not buy this game.. So originally left negative review for a crash. Dev
asked me what happened, I sent him a crash file, few days later he messages me back saying im all set go have fun :) I like that,
and this game.

So is this in its infancy? yes. Could the graphics use a little tweaking? sure.
Overall, pretty promising for an early version. Looking forward to seeing where this goes.
There's a shortage of open world RPG adventure games, and done right, this could fill that void.

Will be buying this when released just off the demo :)
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I had to play this crap game for 5 minutes just to leave this crap review.. possal na femenistok 10\/10. A DLC done to a
GOLDEN standard. Ok puns aside this is a great add on to WTFO, interesting and unique aspects, a campaign with 4 large,
open levels (a different direction from the main campaign) and challenging acheivements adding more to the replay value of the
campaign. There are a few bugs but I am sure those will be patched quickly. A steam sale is a GOLDEN opportunity to pick this
up.. Good. ;)
. Slick and responsive twin-stick shooter with a bright, colorful, and psychedelic visual style and a very intuitive and addictive
dashing mechanic. Each dash ends with a powerful burst obliterating any nearby baddies with an extremely satisfying explosion,
and is crucial in the most chaotic of moments.

The sound design kept my ears perked at all times just as any authentic arcade experience should, with distinct bleeps of power
ups being collected and the tinkling of small crystalline enemies spawning from their red-glowing silhouette. Trigonarium is a
twin-stick that just bleeds with awesome and nostalgic atmosphere.

The gameplay starts off slowly in usual twin-stick fashion with smaller enemies casually lurching around you from each corner,
but as time goes on and score conditions are met the frequency and intensity of waves increases into a seriously chaotic
cluster\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 of colorfully calculated craziness. Things get tense to the point where you're counting down
every second until your next Dash move is charged to plow your way forcefully to that crucial power-up that just spawned
across the map.

Trigonarium is an incredibly charming and inventive, extremely fun to play twin-stick and is criminally underpriced given the
amount of fun I've squeezed out of it.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=825247625
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